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Politecnico di Torino
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ABSTRACT
Bladed-disks in turbo-machines experience high cycle fa-

tigue failures due to high vibration amplitudes. Therefore, it is
important to accurately predict their dynamic characteristics in-
cluding the mechanical joints at blade-disk (root joint) or blade-
blade (shroud) interfaces. These joints help in dampening the
vibration amplitudes. Before the experimental identification of
these joints, it is of paramount importance to accurately mea-
sure the interface degrees-of-freedom (DoF). However, they are
largely inaccessible for the measurements. For this reason, ex-
pansion techniques are used in order to update the single com-
ponents before their coupling. But the expansion can be affected
adversely if the measurements are not properly correlated with
the updated model or if they have significant errors.

Therefore, a frequency domain expansion method called
System Equivalent Model Mixing (SEMM) is used to expand a
limited set of measurements to a larger set of numerical DoF.
Different measured models – termed the overlay models – are
taken from an impact testing campaign of a blade and a disk and
coupled to the numerical model according to the SEMM. The
expanded models – termed the hybrid models – are then corre-
lated with the validation channels in a round-robin way by means
of Frequency Response Assurance Criteria (FRAC). The global

∗Address all correspondence to this author.

correlations depict whether or not a measurement and the re-
spective expansion is properly correlated. By this approach, the
least correlated channels can be done away with from the mea-
surements to have a better updated hybrid model.

The method is tested on both the structures (the blade and
the disk) and it is successfully shown that removing the uncorre-
lated channels does improve the quality of the hybrid models.

Keywords: Bladed-disk, SEMM, Dynamic Expansion,
FRAC, FRF Correlations, Model Update.

NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations

DoF Degree(s) of freedom
FBS Frequency Based Substructuring
FRAC Frequency Response Assurance Criteria
FRF Frequency Response Function
LDV Laser Doppler Vibrometry
SEMM System Equivalent Model Mixing
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Symbols

B Signed Boolean matrix
f Vector of external forces
g Vector of interface forces
n Number of entries or elements
Y FRF matrix
Ȳ Dually coupled FRF matrix
u Vector of displacement, velocity or acceleration DoF

Subscripts

b Boundary DoF - physical
C For Boolean matrix of compatibility
c Set of DoF where compatibility is applied
E For Boolean matrix of equilibrium
e Set of DoF where equilibrium is applied
g Global set of DoF
i Set of internal DoF; Dummy index for rows of a matrix
j Dummy index for columns of a matrix
o Set of other / extra DoF in the numerical model
r Index for different channels in the experimental model
v Set of validation DoF for response
w Set of validation DoF for input

Superscripts

A, B Substructures A and B
AB Coupled structure AB
avg Mean of the elements
exp Experimental Model
N Numerical model
ov Overlay Model
R Removed model
r Index for different models
S Hybrid Model (Expanded or Updated)

Greek Symbols

λ Lagrange multipliers
ω Frequency in rad/s.
φ Frequnecy Response Assurance Criteria

1 INTRODUCTION
A mechanical component in any system should have a cer-

tain reliability that can be predicted by its different descriptions,
called models. Each model can describe some of its aspects but
lacks in the other. Therefore, it needs to be validated against an-
other model. From the dynamics viewpoint, for example, a nu-
merical model can provide a larger description of the system dy-
namics based on the nominal or ideal properties (geometry, mate-
rial, constraints), but it may lack the characteristics of the actual
component. On the other hand, an experimental model of the

same may provide richer and compact information to be used for
validation purposes but the testing may have been performed out
of its usual service environment [1]. Besides, the measurements
can only be performed on a limited set of the degrees-of-freedom
(DoF) and can be prone to random noise and errors. This implies
that one cannot absolutely say that one model describes the ac-
tual system in its entirety. Therefore, the two descriptions of the
same component should complement each other in order to make
accurate predictions.

In this context, the finite element (FE) model updating of
the mechanical systems has been very popular in the last cou-
ple of decades. They minimize a residual vector of measured
and predicted quantities by differentiating the sensitivity matrix
with respect to the design parameters [2]. Those properties are
then updated globally [3, 4] or locally. The local properties up-
dating by the modal methods has remained quite popular for a
long while in which the modal properties were extracted from the
measurements c.f. [5, 6]. However, these methods fall short in
cases when the modal density is high or when the modal trunca-
tion is significant or when enough modes could not be measured
affecting the predictability at higher modes. The response based
methods then provide a way that does not require further esti-
mation of the data [7, 8]. Irrespectively, the measurements can
only be made at a few DoF in the system (let alone the complex
systems) which limit these methods.

When the dynamic information is needed at an inaccessi-
ble DoF, the expansion methods have to be examined. In the
modal domain, System Equivalent Reduction Expansion Process
(SEREP) expands the measured modes to the unmeasured modes
by means of a numerical modal basis [9]. The expanded modal
basis can have some non-smoothness because of the measured
modes. Some correlation based improvements were suggested
in the method called Variability Improvement of Key Inaccurate
Node Groups [10]. The investigation used statistical correlations
such as Modal Assurance Criteria (MAC) and Pseudo Orthogo-
nality Check (POC) to retain only the correlated modes. As with
the modal methods, it experiences the same problems, especially
the inability to accurately measure the higher modes.

In the response based measurements, an expansion tech-
nique called System Equivalent Model Mixing (SEMM) exploits
different equivalent models of the same component [11]. It is
based on Frequency Based Substructuring [12]. A set of FRFs
over a limited DoF in a physical component is overlaid on a
larger DoF in its parent numerical model. The resulting hybrid
or the expanded model of the SEMM mimics the measurements
and the remaining DoF are the expansion. The SEMM can be
thought as the frequency domain counter-part of the SEREP. It
has certain advantages over the SEREP such as: 1) modal pa-
rameters estimation is not required and hence no limitation on
the closely spaced modes, 2) mode shapes need not to be mea-
sured, 3) the hybrid model is full rank. But it comes at the cost
of frequency dependent response function matrices which is not
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significant with the modern day computing resources and the de-
velopment of reduced order models.

To quantify how do the FRFs correlate with the measure-
ments, the frequency domain correlation coefficients such as Fre-
quency Response Assurance Criteria (FRAC) [13] are being used
by the researchers. Its different variants were developed similar
to the MAC [14]. A review of many modal and frequency based
correlation is given in [15].

In this paper, a FRAC correlation based method is pro-
posed to identify the uncorrelated measurement channels of an
experimental model by using System Equivalent Model Mixing
(SEMM). The hybrid model can be regarded as an updated nu-
merical model of the system in which the experimental dynamics
on a limited DoF set are expanded to a larger DoF set. We use
different subsets of the impact testing measurements and expand
them to the same numerical model. By using the FRAC, we iden-
tify the measurement channels that can be classified based on the
correlation levels. This helps filter out, in a systematic way, the
bad or uncorrelated channels to improve the expansion results.
The case-studies are two subsystems of a blade and a disk upon
which impact measurements have been performed. These com-
ponents being typical of a turbine have complex geometries and
inaccessible DoF; unlike many simple academic cases. The same
test-case has been studied by the authors in the dynamic sub-
structuring context describing in detail the specific challenges
[16] .

The expanded models produced in this paper will provide a
suitable basis for a further analysis, about the identification of
the joint [17] between the blade and disk. This will be achieved
by measuring FRFs on the assembled system (blade and disk),
by expanding the FRFs to the interface and by applying the sub-
structure decoupling to identify the joint dynamic properties.

2 THEORETICAL AND MATHEMATICAL BACK-
GROUND
The theoretical basis of the System Equivalent Model Mix-

ing (SEMM) are here briefly recapped. The SEMM is a method
of constructing a hybrid model of a dynamic system based on
the numerical model of the system and on measured responses
only in some points of the system. The SEMM is based on Fre-
quency Based Substructuring (FBS) which will also be briefly
introduced.

2.1 FREQUENCY BASED SUB-STRUCTURING
The FBS method suggests that two adjacent substructures

can be coupled in frequency domain by defining appropriate
compatibility and equilibrium conditions at the interface [18].
Consider the two substructures A and B of Fig. 1 whose uncou-
pled equations of motion are compactly written in the admittance

FIGURE 1. The FBS coupling: the two subsructures A and B are
coupled at their respective boundary DoF with rigid connections.

form as:

u = Y ( f+g ) (1)

where u, f and g are vectors of displacement DoF, external forces
and interface forces of the two substructures, respectively. Y is
the uncoupled admittance (block diagonal) matrix.

Y =

[
YA

YB

]
(2)

The explicit frequency dependence has been omitted. The two
substructures are coupled at their corresponding boundary DoF
ub.

In order to do that, the Lagrange multipliers λ at the inter-
face forces g are introduced such that g =−BT λ and substituted
in Eqn. (1). The substitution satisfies the equilibrium as B is a
signed Boolean matrix that picks the appropriate boundary DoF.
The compatibility can then be applied by the following set of
equations called the dual formulation [12].

u = Y ( f−BT
λ )

Bu = 0
(3)

By simple algebraic steps, Eqn. (3) can be solved to yield a sin-
gle line expression for the Lagrange Multiplier Frequency Based
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Substructuring (LM-FBS), i.e.

u = Y f−YBT (BYBT )−1 BY f ⇒ u = YAB f (4)

YAB = Y−YBT (BYBT )−1 BY (5)

The coupled matrix YAB consists of FRFs of all the DoF of the
substructures including the interface ones.

The FBS framework also provides a convenient way to de-
couple a substructure from the coupled or assembled structure.
Fictitious admittances are used to decouple the substructure.
However, in this case the interface does not necessarily have to be
only at the boundary DoF, it may include the internal DoF of the
substructures. The so-called extended interface is constructed by
defining the Boolean matrices separately for compatibility DoF
BC and equilibrium DoF BE . For instance, if one wants to de-
couple substructure A from the coupled structure AB to identify
the dynamics of substructure B, the uncoupled admittance is ex-
pressed as

Y =

[
YAB

−YA

]
(6)

and substituted in Eqn. (5) with BC and BE to find

ȲB = Y−Y BT
E (BCY BT

E)
+ BCY (7)

where (•)+ is the generalized inverse. ȲB has all the DoF in YAB

and YA. Only the independent entries are required to obtain YB.
Note that the coupling (or decoupling) in Eqn. (5) and (7) is rigid
which means that compatibility and the equilibrium are exactly
satisfied.

2.2 System Equivalent Model Mixing
The System Equivalent Model Mixing (SEMM) method is

an expansion technique based on the FBS framework that takes
different equivalent models of the same structure and couples
them so that the dynamics of one are overlaid on the other. It
relies on three models, namely, an overlay, a parent and a re-
moved model. In [11], its different interface formulations are
presented. A recap of the models used in the SEMM extended
interface formulations is given below.

2.2.1 Overlay Model It is a model in the SEMM ter-
minology whose dynamics are important and should be imposed
on another model. In the practical application of SEMM, this
overlay model is a model which collects experimental results.
Let us denote an experimental representation of the structure, in

FIGURE 2. Equivalent models of the substructure A of Fig. 1: The
parent numerical model YN has the essential DoF. Its own dynamics are
decoupled by the removed model YR and coupled by Yov. The result-
ing hybrid or expanded model YS mimics at the corresponding overlay
model’s DoF.

the form of FRFs as Yexp. This can include FRFs where the re-
sponse and the force are along the same DoF (drive-point FRFs)
and FRFs where the response and the force are along different
DoF (transfer FRFs). It is well-known that accurately measur-
ing drive-point FRFs can become very challenging. Besides, the
measured DoF or channels in an experimental model are always
limited in number. Hence, the DoF structure is defined as:

{
uc
uv

}exp

= Yexp f exp =

[
Yce Ycw
Yve Yvw

]exp {fe
fw

}exp

(8)

where uexp represents all the DoF where the response could be
measured. The measured uexp

c channels will be later used as
compatibility DoF (between the numerical and the experimental
model) and fexp

e as equilibrium DoF (where loads are experimen-
tally applied) in the SEMM coupling. uexp

v and fexp
w are sets of

validation channels and validation input channels, respectively,
which will not be used in the expansion (model update) pro-
cess. Instead they are used to validate the expanded FRFs. The
choice of subscripts emphasizes that Yexp is an overdetermined
set, however, it is not restricted to this form. From this experi-
mental model Yexp, a subset is taken as an overlay model.

uov
c = Yov fov

e where Yov = Yexp
ce (9)

The size of Yov is nc× ne. This model is overlaid on the parent
model to be described next.
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2.2.2 Parent Model The overlay model has only a lim-
ited number of DoF. An equivalent numerical model of the same
system can provide a larger set of DoF upon which the overlay
model’s dynamics can be expanded. A full finite element (FE)
model or its reduced order model (ROM) in the admittance form
is used as a numerical parent model in the SEMM method. The
parent model’s DoF set, referred to as global DoF ug, can thus be
categorized as follows:

uN
g =

uc
ue
uo


N

with uN
o =

{
uv
ub

}N

(10)

and its admittance YN is expressed as:

YN = YN
gg =

Ycc Yce Yco
Yec Yee Yeo
Yoc Yoe Yoo

N

(11)

By coupling the overlay model to this model, the unmeasured
DoF can be expanded including the drive-point FRFs. This ex-
pansion involves removing parts of the numerical model (parent
model) and replacing them with parts of the experimental model
(overlay model). The part of the admittance removed will be
called YR, the corresponding experimental admittance that re-
places it will be called Yov. This expansion procedure will pro-
duce a ”Hybrid model” as it is explained in detail in the next
section.

2.2.3 Hybrid Model The hybrid model YS is obtained
by coupling the overlay model with the parent model and decou-
pling at the same time the removed model. Mathematically, using
the aforementioned equivalent models, the uncoupled admittance
matrix

Y =

YN

−YR

Yov

 (12)

the appropriate signed Boolean matrices

BC =

uN
c uN

e uN
o uR

c uR
e uR

o uov
c


−I 0 0 I 0 0 0
0 −I 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 −I 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 −I 0 0 I

(13)

BE =

fN
c fN

e fN
o fR

c fR
e fR

o fov
e


−I 0 0 I 0 0 0
0 −I 0 0 I 0 0
0 0 −I 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 −I 0 I

(14)

are substitued in Eqn. (7) to get dually coupled admittance Ȳ
which is then reduced to the primal DoF by the following trans-
formation:

YS = (LC)
+ Ȳ (LT

E)
+ (15)

The localisation matrices LC and LE can be obtained by calcu-
lating the nullspace of respective BC and BE . A single-line ex-
pression is then derived as [19]:

YS = YN
gg−YN

gg (Y
N
cg)

+ (YN
ce−Yov

ce ) (Y
N
ge)

+ YN
gg (16)

The procedure is schematically shown in Fig. 2. From the figure
and Eqn. (16) the following remarks can be made:

1. The hybrid model YS has the same DoF structure as the par-
ent numerical model YN.

2. The pseudo inverses (YN
cg)

+ and (YN
ge)

+ define the extended
SEMM interface through which the overlay dynamics are
transmitted to the numerical model.

3. The dynamics of Yov
ce are exactly imposed on the correspond-

ing elements of YN
ce in the absence of the SVD filters.

4. For the remaining blocks of YS, the FRFs are expansions
including the drive-point FRFs which otherwise would have
been very difficult to acquire.

5. This formulation uses the extended interface formulation,
and therefore, is dominated by the modes of the overlay
model even at the expanded DoF.

6. The experimental FRFs in Yov
ce have not been inverted dur-

ing the process; yet any noise in the experimental model is
transmitted to the hybrid model.

7. The difference |YN
ce −Yov

ce | is the expansion error and, of
course, depends on the closeness between the two models.

In the next section, an experimental validation will be carried out
about how the dynamic response of the system is well captured
by the hybrid model in those degrees of freedom that are not
included in the overlay model.

3 IDENTIFYING MEASUREMENT CHANNELS BY FRF
BASED CORRELATION METRICS
A critical issue in the case of measurements for identifica-

tion, for example identification of a joint in a system composed
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FIGURE 3. The process flow of the method to identify the response
channel.

of a blade connected to a disk, is that the accelerometers cannot
be placed directly on the joint. Furthermore it is very difficult
to measure drive-point FRFs (i.e. FRFs where the DoF of the
excitation and the response are the same). It is therefore neces-
sary to estimate the FRF of the system at locations not directly
accessible and therefore not measurable. To obtain these FRFs
in this paper, it is proposed to use a hybrid model as described
in Section 2.2.3. As mentioned before, on the ce DoF of the
hybrid model, the dynamics are exactly overlaid, while for the
remaining DoF it is an expansion. During the measurement cam-
paign described in this paper, one or more channels were left as
reference, they will be called ”validation channels” uexp

v . These
validation channels were not included in the overlay model and,
as a consequence, in the construction of the Hybrid model. Their
measurement can then be used as reference for the validation of
the predicted FRFs. The comparison between the experimen-
tal FRF and the FRF predicted by the Hybrid model is carried
out through the Frequency Response Assurance Criteria (FRAC)
[13].

φi j =
|YS

i j(ω) Yexp*
i j (ω)|2

YS
i j(ω) YS∗

i j (ω). Yexp
i j (ω) Yexp∗

i j (ω)
(17)

where YS
i j(ω) and Yexp

i j (ω) ∈ Cnω×1 for each i and j and (•)∗
represents the complex conjugate. The correlation φi j thus deter-
mined is a number between 0 for no correlation and 1 for a strong

FIGURE 4. An illustration of the experimental, overlay and hybrid
models. The rth overlay model Yov,r is short of the rth channel in ex-
perimental model Yexp. The expansion on the same DoF in the hybrid
model YS,r is obtained and then the two are correlated. The respective
channels for the correlation are indicated for both Yexp and YS,r.

correlation.

3.1 Identify Response Channels
It must also be highlighted that in impact testing for identi-

fication measurements, the number of response DoF by the ac-
celerometers is limited by two factors: number of available chan-
nels in the data acquisition system and the sensor loading effect,
since each accelerometer adds a mass to the system. Even if the
sensors are small and the mass loading effect can be neglected,
still there is a limit in the number of available channels. There-
fore, a set of good or well correlated measurements is much de-
sired to build a reliable hybrid model. In the following sections,
”a posteriori” analysis on a set of experimental measurements
will be performed to find the contribution of the different mea-
surement channels. In particular, the method explained in Fig. 3
will be used to assess whether there are experimental FRFs that
can be discarded in the reconstruction of the response at a cer-
tain DoF. Given a set of experimental FRFs, the FRAC is used
to identify which are the most influential measurements to be in-
cluded in the construction of the hybrid model. A round-robin
approach for measurement channels is proposed. The process
depicted in the flowchart of Fig. 3 can be explained in the fol-
lowing steps.

1. Define an overlay model such that one response channel is
excluded from it. As depicted in Fig. 4, a row of the FRFs
has been removed (top-left rth channel for validation).

Yov,r ⊂ Yexp : Yexp
re /∈ Yov,r (18)

where r = 1,2, ...,nc. The size of Yov,r is (nc − 1)× ne.
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FIGURE 5. The measurement setup: the blade (left) hanged with rub-
ber mounts and the disk (right) constrained at the center with a flange.

The channel Yexp
re is termed as the validation channel and

is graphically illustrated in Fig. 4.
2. Perform expansion by the SEMM method with Yov,r as per

Eqn. (16) to get YS,r.
3. Correlate the corresponding rth expanded channel in YS,r

with Yexp
re along all the input channels, per Eqn. (17). At

each r, the correlation φr is a row which can be viewed as
such indicating correlation at individual input channel or it
can be averaged indicating the overall correlation level.

φ
avg
r =

1
ne

ne

∑
j=1

φr j (19)

Physically, it can be interpreted as how well all the channels
except the rth could observe the same DoF when expanded.

4. The process is repeated for all the remaining channels in
a round-robin way, i.e. every channel (row) in Yov,r

ce is ex-
cluded from the rth overlay model upto r = nc.

5. The low correlated response channels are identified based
on the lowest correlation in Eqn. (19).

4 RESULTS
In this section, the experimental activity is described to ver-

ify 1) if the hybrid model is suitable to estimate the dynamic
response of a system at certain points by performing experimen-
tal measurements at other points and 2) if some uncorrelated
measurements can be discarded in the construction of the hybrid
model.

As a first case, the hybrid model is built for a single un-
constrained ”free-free” blade (see Fig. 5 on the left) where the
numerical and experimental models FRFs are in good agreement
with each other. As a second case, the hybrid model is built for a
more complex system: a disk constrained by a flange at its centre
(see Fig. 5 on the right). In this case, the importance of start-
ing from a well-defined numerical model to construct the hybrid

FIGURE 6. The measurement setup for the blade. Each sensor has
three response channels (left). All three channels of Sensor 1 are set as
the validation channels. Some of the impact locations are shown in the
right figure.

TABLE 1. LIST OF THE MEASUREMENT CHANNELS ON
BLADE AND DISK

Description Blade Disk

Measured Response Channels 15 15

Response Channels for Expansion nc 12 14

Response Channel Labels (4 to 15) (2 to 15)

Input Channels for Expansion ne 18 19

Input Channels Labels (1 to 18) (1 to 19)

model is highlighted. The choice of these particular boundary
conditions was made since we need two hybrid models i) disk
connected to its support and ii) blade (unconstrained) in the fu-
ture perspective of using them in the sub-structuring procedure
to identify the joint between the blade and disk.

In both the experimental setups, some response channels are
always not used to construct the hybrid model, i.e. at least one
of them is always reserved for validation: the validation consists
in comparing the FRF of a channel used for validation with the
FRF predicted by the hybrid model along the same degree of
freedom. This may be desired for predicting the response at a
particular DoF of interest. These channels and their numbers on
both the components are listed in Tab. 1.

4.1 Blade
The blade depicted in Fig. 6 made of steel was hung on rub-

ber bands, as shown in Fig. 5, to obtain the free-free constrain
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FIGURE 7. FRFs of the blade at one of the validation channels in
the axial direction (channel 3). The top FRF is excited at point 6 (see
Fig. 6) and the bottom FRF at point 17 (not visible in Fig. 6, as it is on
the opposite side of the shown surface).

condition. Five triaxial accelerometers (connected to 15 response
channels) are positioned along the blade and 18 points are cho-
sen as excitation points to be hit by the instrumented hammer.
An example of the obtained FRFs in Fig. 7 shows well separated
modes. The FRFs (above and below) refer to the same response
channel but with a different excitation point. In both the figures
of Fig. 7, it can be noticed that the numerical model does not
have any damping. On the contrary the hybrid model’s response
is damped and for most of the part, it follows the measurement,
especially around the resonances. By using the FRAC correlation
explained in section 3, the FRFs of the ”validation channels” can
be compared with the hybrid model FRF on the same channel.

In Fig. 8, it is plotted the FRAC between the FRF measured
on channel 3, kept as validation channel, and the FRFs predicted
by the hybrid model in the same point and direction of the re-
sponse in channel 3. In detail each bar represents the FRAC be-
tween the experimental FRF and the same FRF predicted by the
hybrid system using all the other measurement channels (except
the 3) and at each excitation (input channel). It can be noted that
the FRAC values are all close to 1 for all the input channels. The
FRAC for the FRFs in the top part of Fig. 7 is 0.99 (input channel
6) and for the bottom part is 0.91 (input channel 17). This is an
index that tells us that the hybrid model seems to work well for
estimating the FRF in points whose measures are not included in
the model itself. We now want to verify whether this is true not
only for the degree-of-freedom selected here (channel 3) but also
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FIGURE 8. Bar plot for the FRAC of the response channel 3 for all
input force channels. The overall correlation is above 0.9.

TABLE 2. OVERALL MEAN FRAC VALUES FOR THE BLADE

Description FRAC

With All Channels 0.947

Without Channel 4 0.967

for other degrees-of-freedom of the blade corresponding to other
response channels.

4.1.1 Identify Uncorrelated Response Channels
As per the procedure outlined in Section 3, different overlay
models are made as subset of the experimental model and then
the hybrid models are generated which contain the expanded
FRFs. The correlations thus obtained on each channel or DoF
are shown in Fig. 9. Each curve of different colour represents the
FRAC referring to each validation channel rth as a function of the
input channels (excitation points). Recalling Tab. 1 for the blade,
note that the legend of the figure starts from the fourth channel
and not the first it means that same labeled channel is used as a
validation channel. Whereas the single colour of the lines shows
the correlation at each input channel. It can be observed that all
validation channels, except the 4th channel, have a FRAC close
to 1. This means that the FRFs predicted by the hybrid model
give good results for all the DoF considered except for the DoF
measured by channel 4.

The reason of this poor behaviour of channel 4 could be that
the experimental response levels (for different excitation force)
measured at channel 4 are too low to be observed. To verify
this, the response levels at channel 4 were compared with the
responses of the other channels in the same direction. It turned
out that the response levels were quite low for channel 4 except
where the correlation is high, for instance, input channel 9 and
16 (see Fig. 9, blue line for channel 4).

Due to this reason, channel 4 is to be removed by deleting
the corresponding row in the experimental model. The corre-
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FIGURE 9. Line plot of FRAC for rth channel which becomes the
moving reference channel at the rth sequence. For example of channel
4, the plot should be read as correlation of channel 4’s observability
when all other channels tried to observe it.
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FIGURE 10. FRAC bar plot vs input force channels with and without
the poorly correlated response channel 4.

sponding DoF can either be kept as such in the parent numerical
model or be deleted. To see whether or not channel 4 was an
under performer, the procedure of Section 3 is repeated with one
less measured channel. In Fig. 10 the average FRAC of all the
FRFs (averaged at all response DoF) is plotted versus the input
channels. The yellow bars represent the case in which all the
measured FRFs are kept in the calculation of the hybrid models,
the blue bars represent the case in which the FRFs measured by
channel 4 are excluded in the construction of the hybrid mod-
els. It can be seen that in most cases the blue bars are higher
than the yellow bars. This means that the set of measurements
without the FRFs obtained with channel 4 leads to hybrid mod-
els that better approximate (FRAC closer to 1) the dynamics of
the structure. This is also confirmed by a FRAC number com-
puted as the average of the averages on all channels. This overall
FRAC is listed in Table 2 for the case ”All channels” and the case
”Without channel 4”. The FRAC number for the case ”Without
channel 4” closer to 1 than the FRAC of the case ”All Channels”.
This observation provides a warning: in the case of construction
of a hybrid model with the SEMM technique, some measured re-
sponses with small amplitude and noise can worsen the dynamic
responses. It can, therefore, be decided to exclude them from the
construction of the hybrid model by the proposed method.

FIGURE 11. The measurement setup for the disk. Each sensor has
three response channels (left). Only one channel of Sensor 1 is reserved
as the validation channels. Some of the impact locations are also shown
(right).

4.2 Disk
The same expansion method is applied to the disk mechan-

ical component shown in Fig. 5 (left). It is a disk with 18 slots
in order to host 18 blades as the one used in the previous test-
case. The disk is rigidly constrained to the ground in the centre
by means of a bolted joint. Hammer tests were performed in
19 different locations (Input Channels) as already mentioned in
Tab. 1 and shown in Fig. 11 (right). Five tri-axial accelerometers
were used (Fig. 11 – left) to collect the disk response for a whole
set of 15 Response Channels. The parent numerical model of the
disk is generated from the reduced order model (Hurty-Craig-
Bampton) of its full 360o FE model.

A typical experimental response is shown in Fig. 12 (black
curve). It is possible to see how the response is definitively more
complex than the one obtained for the blade as the level of modal
density for a wide frequency bandwidth. In the same figure
(Fig. 12 top), the calculated forced response of the correspond-
ing FE model is shown for two different Young’s moduli: the
blue curve is obtained with a nominal value of the Young modu-
lus while the red curve is obtained by changing the Young mod-
ulus in order to have resonance peaks closer to the experimental
resonance peaks. However, for both calculated responses, it is
possible to see that the parent models produce forced responses
that are far from the one of the overlay model. The main reason is
to be associated to the lack of cyclic symmetry for the actual disk
and the constraint, while in the FE models the cyclic symmetry
property is nominally guaranteed by a cyclic geometry and con-
straints. Response Channels from 2 to 15 are used for the model
expansion by SEMM method of both numerical models and an
example of the final response after expansion is shown in Fig. 12
bottom where the Response Channel 1 is used for validation. It
is possible to see that the expanded model 2 FRF matches better
than that of the expanded model 1 with the measured response.
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FIGURE 12. Disk FRF at channel 4 (sensor 2) excited at the input
channel 10: Two different numerical parent models of the disk are plot-
ted (top). The corresponding hybrid models (bottom) are also shown.
The FRF of the model 2 has higher correlation with the measurement.

By using the correlation approach, the average FRAC val-
ues according to Equation 18 are plotted in the bar plot of Fig.
13 for the two expanded models. Each bar represents how well
the validation channel is reconstructed by all the other response
channels. The average of the bar values is calculated and shown
in Tab. 3 (With all channels) in order to give a global index of the
expansion goodness and the model 2 gives better global correla-
tion (and better model update). In order to improve the result of
the correlation calculated for model 2, Response Channel 3 can
be removed in the experimental model and the expansion pro-
cedure since this channel gives the worst correlation. Similarly,
Response Channel 6 can be done away with for model 1. The
result is an improvement of the global FRAC index of Tab. 3
for the respective models for which these actions were made and
vice versa the global FRAC index decreases when a Response
Channel associated to a good correlated channel is removed.

4.3 Effect of Sensor Mass Loading
As previously mentioned, the sensors used for response

measurement are triaxial accelerometers. They were preferred
over more sophisticated non-intrusive measurement equipment,
such as laser doppler vibrometry (LDV) [20, 21] for the different
reasons listed below.

1. It is very difficult to obtain accurate measurements by LDV
on unconstrained structures (such as the hung blade) due to
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FIGURE 13. FRAC bar plot for the disk vs Response Channels. Two
different numerical models are used to generate the respective hybrid
models and the corresponding correlation levels.

the presence of rigid body modes.
2. The signal-to-noise ratio in LDV is higher and requires ad-

ditional processing [21, 22].
3. In the substucturing context, the accelerometer sensor mass

loading effect can be taken into account in the process with
a good degree of accuracy [1, 23].

In order to find out a possible influence of the accelerome-
ters masses on the results of the hybrid model, the case of the
disk (Model 2) was reprocessed by keeping into account the ac-
celerometers masses. Assuming that the mounted accelerometers
only add inertia on the disk, their mass can either be 1) coupled
to the numerical model or 2) decoupled from the experimental
FRFs [1]. In the first case, the accelerometers’ masses are added
to the numerical model of the disk. In the second case, the nu-
merical model does not have the added masses, but the effect
must be decoupled from the measurements [23–25]. Theoreti-
cally, this last choice is possible but practically it needs inversion
of the measured FRFs [18, 26], and hence, not preferred.

The first solution was then selected for the present case.
There are five accelerometers, as shown in Fig. 11 (the disk on
left side), at five different locations, each of them has a nomi-
nal mass of 6.5 grams. Therefore, we added a point mass in the
numerical Model 2 of the disk at the accelerometers’ positions.
New expanded models were then generated to compute the up-
dated FRAC values. The resulting overall mean FRAC values
are listed in the last column of Tab. 3. By comparing the last
two columns of the table, it can be noticed that the mean FRAC
values are almost unchanged between Model 2 and Model 2 with
Sensor Masses. Thus, it can be concluded that the sensor loading
has a very little effect on the expanded dynamics of the disk.

5 DISCUSSION
As seen in Section 4, the channels or DoF that were poorly

correlated could be easily pointed out by using the simple FRAC
correlation. The plots of Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 13 can be inter-
preted alternatively as an indicator of observability and controlla-
bility. In a given set of measurements (a posteriori), a measured
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TABLE 3. OVERALL MEAN FRAC VALUES FOR THE DISK

Model 1 Model 2 Model 2 with
Sensor Mass

With All Channels 0.638 0.719 0.720

Without Channel 3 0.637 0.741 0.742

Without Channel 6 0.660 0.713 0.714

response channel is predicted by the expansion with all the re-
maining channels. And by computing the correlation between
the two, it is asked if we could observe the same DoF? As noted
in Fig. 9, the channel 4 could not be observed by the controls (or
inputs) at most of the channels, hence, it was not fully observable
with the given set of controls.

The FRAC improvement may seem marginal (about 2 per-
cent points) but it should not be considered so. Even if there
was no overall FRAC improvement, it would mean that the lesser
number of channels could observe the same DoF with the same
correlation as before. Most importantly, the correlation levels
should not drop after an uncorrelated channel was removed.

In the application of the method to the disk –a more com-
plicated test structure– the use of different numerical models
demonstrates that even though the overall correlation levels are
low, one could still point out the uncorrelated channels depend-
ing upon the modal directions of the numerical model. Nonethe-
less, the closer the numerical model is to the measured model,
the better would be the correlation based channels’ filtering and
the hybrid models.

The method can also be easily applied to identify the un-
correlated input force channels by changing the definition of the
overlay models to not include the respective columns.

6 CONCLUSIONS
The paper highlights importance of a set of measurements

that can be correlated with a hybrid or expanded model. System
Equivalent Model Mixing (SEMM) - a frequency domain expan-
sion method has been used to build hybrid models of a blade and
a disk as stand-alone components. In this way, the inaccessi-
ble or unmeasurable DoF can be expanded. However, in order
to be confident of the expansion from the measurements, a cor-
relation based validation method is proposed. According to the
method, from a given set of measurements, overlay models are
generated whose dynamics are imposed on the equivalent numer-
ical models. These overlay models are short of one measurement
channel each so-called the validation channels. These overlay
models are then used to generate the hybrid models which are
correlated with the validation channels. The correlation parame-

ter is the Frequency Response Assurance Criteria (FRAC). Using
the different hybrid models, it was possible to find the uncorre-
lated response channel(s). In case of the blade, the numerical
and the experimental models were in good agreement and a bad
measurement channel could be identified easily.

The method was then applied on a different and more com-
plex system of a disk which had high modal density and a
fixed constraint whose numerical and experimental model did not
agree well. Two different numerical models were used for this
system. The uncorrelated channels for both the models were dif-
ferent and this is in line with the SEMM formulation. That is, the
models of the system have to be equivalent, so that the expansion
takes place on the same modes of the system. Nevertheless, the
removal of uncorrelated channels results in improved correlation
at all of the remaining channels. On the same disk component,
the accelerometer mass-loading effect was also investigated by
coupling their nominal mass to the disk’s numerical model. The
resulting overall correlations with sensor loading effect were un-
changed signifying their negligible effect on the identification of
uncorrelated channels.

The obtained hybrid models of disk and blade will be used
in the next step of the work to identify of the Joint dynamic prop-
erties in the assembled structure.
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